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Ali Anıl Sınacı:

Since we have started to work on our requirement analysis report, I have made some research on 

similar projects and investigate their handling of data. Specifically, I have worked on  Data Flow 

Diagram of NewsAgent which will state the control of data in NewsAgent. With our team 

members, we have interviewed with Ahmet Sacan and specified requirements of our system more 

precisely. I have had a deeper look in file management structure of INN. Because INN is used as 

news server in our department.

Goncagül Demirdizen:

Throughout this week we have studied on the requirements analysis report. Moreover, we shared 

subtasks among group members and I studied on behavioral modeling and  state transition 

diagrams with my group partner Ferhat. We also studied on use cases with Hilal and I prepared 

usage scenarios for our use cases. We also interviewed with Ahmet Sacan who had accomplished 

similar newsserver projects before.

Hilal Karaman:

Since the requirement analysis report is due next week, we focused on the parts involved in the 

report. We have divided the report into subtasks. With my group partner Goncagül, we studied on 

use cases of the News Server and I draw use case diagrams. We prepared a questionnaire for 

possible users and made an interview with Ahmet Saçan who is familiar with news server 

projects. I also prepared a gantt chart to determine the project lifecycle.       

Ferhat Şahinkaya:

This week, we have started to deal with our requirement analysis report and make a task 

arrangement between our team for this report. For specifying user wishes on a project like 

NewsAgent, I have taken part in preparing questionnaire which will be conducted to possible end 

users of NewsAgent. I have also worked with Goncagul on creating state transition diagram 

which will specify behavioral model of our project. As a group, we have interviewed with Ahmet 

Sacan, who has already worked on projects similar to NewsAgent.


